We generalise the framework of Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-Salpeter equations for four-quark states to accommodate the case of unequal quark masses. As a first application, we consider the quantum numbers I(J P C ) = 0(1 ++ ) of the X(3872) and study the four-quark states with quark contents cqqc and cssc. Their Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes are represented by a basis of heavy-light meson-meson, hadro-charmonium and diquark-antidiquark operators, which allows for a dynamical distinction between different internal configurations. In both cases we find the heavy-light mesonmeson component to be dominant. For the putative X(3872) we obtain a mass of 3916(74) MeV; the corresponding cssc state is predicted at 4068(61) MeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the spectacular success of Belle, BaBar, BES III and the LHC experiments and their discovery of an ever increasing and largely unexplained number of potentially exotic states, hadron spectroscopy in the heavy-quark region has become a fascinating topic in the past years, see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] for recent reviews. This started out in 2003, when the Belle collaboration found an unexpected and surprisingly narrow state in the J/ψπ + π − invariant mass spectrum called the X(3872) [7] . Since then this state has also been seen by other experiments [8] [9] [10] [11] and its original quantum number assignment of J P C = 1 ++ was later confirmed by the LHCb collaboration [12] . It turned out that the X(3872) is hard to reconcile with a conventional charmonium meson. Its position very close to the DD threshold is remarkable as well as the fact that it decays into J/ψ π + πand J/ψ π + ππ 0 with similar rates. The study of this object is a challenge for both theoretical and experimental groups; a detailed line shape analysis will be possible in the future PANDA experiment at FAIR [13] .
From a theoretical perspective there are many open questions concerning the internal structure of exotic states. In this work we focus on four-quark states, i.e., states consisting of two quarks and two anti-quarks in an overall color-singlet configuration. Moreover we specialize on configurations with a heavy cc pair and a strange or lightpair of valence quarks. These four quarks may (or may not) arrange themselves in sub-clusters. When the mass of the four-quark state is close to an open charm threshold it is plausible to assume an internal structure of a meson molecule [5] . The four quarks then arrange themselves into pairs of D ( * ) /D ( * ) mesons interacting with each other by short-and/or long-range forces. Naturally, such a picture makes most sense if the width of the constituents is smaller than the width of the four-quark state. The above-mentioned X(3872) has been considered as a prime candidate for such a state. Another possibility is the internal structure of a hadroquarkonium [14] , where the heavy quark and antiquark group together in a core surrounded by the lighterpair. This picture is motivated by the observation that several potentially exotic hadrons were only discovered in final states of a specific charmonium state with light hadrons. It then seems natural to assume that the decay products are already pre-formed inside the four-quark state. Finally, four-quark states have been described as bound objects clustered in diquark-antidiquark (dq-dq) components 1 [1] . In principle, the three different possibilities of internal clustering are not mutually exclusive. It may be that some of the experimentally observed states fall into one of the three categories, whereas others fall in another. It is therefore vital to develop theoretical approaches that can deal with all of the different possibilities.
Most effective field theory and model approaches to meson molecules, hadro-quarkonia and dq-dq tetraquarks already assume a certain internal structure from the start. This is different for lattice calculations, which work directly with the underlying QCD Lagrangian; see e.g. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and references therein. Lattice calculations of four-quark states are extremely expensive and thus it seems fair to say that at least in the charm-quark energy range they are still performed at an exploratory level at small volumes, course lattices and using light quarks with masses larger than the physical point. Nevertheless, a number of interesting observations have been made [18, 19] : (i) in the isospin I = 0 channel corresponding to the experimentally observed X(3827) a state has been found, whereas a corresponding state in the I = 1 channel is absent; (ii) diquark interpolating operators have been found to play a negligible role, whereas the presence of cc and DD * operators were crucial.
In this work we present another approach that is able to deal with different internal configurations in one framework. Ref. [24] employed the functional approach of Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs) and a four-body Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) to describe the lowest scalar meson octet and successfully reproduced the mass hierarchy of the f 0 (500), the κ and the f 0 /a 0 (980). To this end, a special role of internal meson-meson configurations in the pseudoscalar meson channels has been identified: The strong binding in these channels due to dynamical chiral symmetry breaking induces a drastic reduction of the mass of the four-body states from the natural scale of 1300-1500 MeV (four valence quarks) down to a mass of roughly 400-500 MeV for the f 0 (500). The dominant role of meson-meson configurations also entails that dq-dq clusters were found to have a negligible impact.
In the present work we generalise the framework of Ref. [24] in two respects. First, we consider quarks with unequal masses, thus accommodating the cases of cqqc and cssc quark flavours. Secondly, we consider the quantum numbers 1 ++ of the X(3872) channel. We study this state in a spin-flavour basis which includes all three internal configurations: pairs of heavy-light mesons, hadro-charmonium and dq-dq, letting the dynamics decide which of these structures is favoured.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II deals with the technical setup of the framework. We briefly summarise the derivation of the four-body equation, discuss the truncation of the two-body interactions and the construction of the basis for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. Some technical details are relegated to an appendix. In Sec. III we then discuss our results before we conclude in Sec. IV.
II. FOUR-QUARK STATES IN THE DSE/BSE APPROACH

A. Four-body Bethe-Salpeter equation
Four-quark states in QCD must appear as poles in thescattering matrix T , which is an eight-point correlation function and satisfies the scattering equation
Here, K is the four-quark interaction kernel and G 0 the product of four dressed (anti-)quark propagators. In this compact notation, each multiplication represents an integration over all loop momenta. The poles in the scattering matrix appear for real or complex values of the total momentum transfer P 2 . At a given pole, the residue of the scattering equation is the homogeneous BSE for the four-quark BS amplitude Γ shown in Fig. 1 :
In general, Eq. (2) is an eigenvalue equation for KG 0 whose eigenvalues λ i (P 2 ) depend on P 2 ∈ C. If an eigenvalue satisfies λ i (P the scattering matrix with P 2 i = −M 2 i . If the mass M i is real and lies below a given meson-meson threshold, it describes a bound state; for a resonance the condition can only be satisfied in the complex plane of a higher Riemann sheet. Either way, in principle the homogeneous BSE is suitable to detect both bound states and resonances, although the calculation of λ i (P 2 ) above the lowest threshold requires contour deformations and direct access to the second sheet depends on knowledge of the full scattering amplitude [25] .
The exact kernel K in Eq. (1) is the sum of two-, threeand four-body irreducible interactions. In the following we neglect three-and four-body forces, so that the resulting kernel is the sum of two-body interactions:
where a, a denote qq,qq orpairs and aa is one of the three combinations (12)(34), (13)(24) or (14)(23). K aa then describes the component of the four-body kernel where all interactions are switched off except those within the pairs a and a . The resulting equation is shown in Fig. 1 and can be rewritten as a Faddeev-Yakubovski equation [26] . The particular form of the kernel
avoids overcounting and ensures the separability of the four-body correlation function obtained from one channel aa only and thus the absence of residual color forces between widely separated clusters [27] [28] [29] .
We employ a rainbow-ladder kernel for theandinteraction, which amounts to an iterated dressed gluon exchange and has been reviewed recently [30] together with more advanced schemes; see also [31, 32] for details. The construction satisfies chiral constraints such as the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation and ensures the (pseudo-) Goldstone-boson nature of the pion and it has been extensively applied to meson and baryon phenomenology. To this end one defines an effective interaction α(k 2 ) which incorporates dressing effects of the gluon propagator and quark-gluon vertex [33] ; once specified, all further elements of the calculation follow. We solve the quark DSE for a range of quark masses and their resulting dressed propagators enter in the kernel KG 0 . The input current-quark masses for up/down, strange and charm are listed in Table I .
B. Four-quark amplitude
The BS amplitude of a four-quark state with quantum numbers J P C = 1 ++ is the direct product of Dirac, color and flavor parts:
.., the color part of the amplitude consists of two independent color singlet tensors, which can be picked from the dq-dq (3⊗3, 6⊗6) or either of the meson-meson configurations (1 ⊗ 1, 8 ⊗ 8), for example:
The two tensors in the dq-dq decomposition are linear combinations of these,
as well as the remaining octet-octet tensors:
The tensors {C 11 , C 88 }, {C 11 , C 88 } and {C3 3 , C 66 } are mutually orthogonal.
Concerning flavor, a four-quark state made of cqqc allows for several flavor wave functions. For further use we collect the combinations F 0 = cuūc + cddc ,
where {. . . } and [. . . ] denotes symmetrization and antisymmetrization, respectively.
The Dirac part Γ µ D depends on the total momentum P and the relative momenta p, q and k. They are related to the individual (outgoing) quark momenta p i via
The most general decomposition of Γ µ D with one vector index and four Dirac indices involves 768 linearly independent tensors τ µ i , which are collected in Appendix A:
The scalar dressing functions f i depend on the nine Lorentz invariants obtained by combining the fourvectors p, q, k and P : Ω = {p 2 , q 2 , k 2 , p · q, . . . }, with P 2 = −M 2 fixed. Herein lies the main challenge in solving the tetraquark BSE numerically: Eq. (2) produces a set of coupled integral equations for the dressing functions f i (Ω) which depend on nine independent variables each. This complexity makes calculations tedious and numerically challenging. In Ref. [24] these nine Lorentz invariants were mapped onto a set of permutation-group variables [34] , which form a singlet S 0 and a doublet D,
as well as two triplets T 0 and T 1 , under transformations of the permutation group S 4 . This ordering scheme allows one to take into account or discard the dependence of the amplitude on groups of variables (the members of the multiplets) without destroying its symmetries and turned out to be crucial with respect to numerical feasibility.
In Ref. [24] it was found that light scalar tetraquarks mainly depend on the three variables encoded in S 0 and D. Retaining S 0 only, their masses are in the ballpark of what one would naively expect for a state made of four quarks (∼ 1500 MeV for four light quarks). However, the four-quark BSE dynamically and self-consistently generates intermediate meson-meson and dq-dq poles in the dressing functions f i corresponding to the (12)(34), (13) (24) and (14)(23) topologies. These poles appear in the Mandelstam plane formed by the doublet variables D and produce decay thresholds. Due to the lightness of the pions and kaons as a consequence of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, they induce a sizeable mass shift by almost 1 GeV, such that the bound state around 1500 MeV turns into a resonance at a mass scale of about 400-500 MeV. Therefore, the implicit resonance mechanism and the possibility of a tetraquark to decay into light pseudoscalar mesons reduces its mass and leads to a mass pattern which is similar to the mass ordering for the σ, κ and a 0 /f 0 observed in experiment.
While the permutation-group method greatly simplifies the problem, the dynamical creation of intermediate two-body poles still causes numerical complications. The eigenvalues of Eq. (2) are calculated below all thresholds where the poles do not yet enter in the integration domain, but the rapid variation of the dressing functions in their vicinity makes numerical calculations cumbersome. Moreover, tracking the resonance locations in the complex plane would require to go above those thresholds using contour deformations [25, 35, 36] , where one additionally has to circumvent dynamically generated moving poles that only emerge in the solution of the equation itself. For these reasons we aim for another simplification in what follows and absorb the intermediate particle poles into the tensor basis of the amplitude.
C. Physically motivated tensor basis
To describe an axialvector tetraquark with quark content cqqc and quantum numbers I(J P C ) = 0(1 ++ ) in terms of meson-meson and dq-dq compositions, we consider the following combinations based on the twoparticle decay modes of the X(3872) [37] :
The first is the composition in terms of a DD * molecule, which is motivated by the proximity of the X(3872) to the DD * threshold. By contrast, the option DD can produce J = 1 only with non-vanishing orbital angular momentum. Second, a hadrocharmonium configuration containing a J/Ψ with 0(1 −− ) would require a light pseudoscalar state with exotic quantum numbers 0(0 −− ). Since such a state is not observed, this leaves the vector state ω with 0(1 −− ) as a possible partner. Finally, viewed as a dq-dq state, the 'good' diquarks are the scalar diquarks (S) with J P = 0 + and the axialvector diquarks (A) with J P = 1 + , which are both in a color-antitriplet configuration so that the color-singlet tensor is C3 3 .
Based on this, we approximate the Dirac-color-flavor structure of the BS amplitude as follows:
where each T µ i corresponds to one of the compositions above:
Here, C 11 , C 11 and C3 3 are the color tensors defined in Eqs. 
where γ µ ⊥ = γ µ −/ PP µ is the transverse γ−matrix,P the normalized total momentum, C = γ 4 γ 2 the charge conjugation matrix and T denotes a matrix transpose. The multi-indices (a, b, c, d) stand for Dirac indices as well as momentum labels. (6) 2980(6) 3382(15) 3423(8) TABLE I. Rainbow-ladder results for qq, cq, cs and cc meson and diquark masses (in MeV). mq is the input currentquark mass at a renormalization point µ = 19 GeV in a MOM scheme. The column mP S contains the masses of π, D, Ds and ηc, the column mV those of ρ/ω, D * , D * s and J/ψ, and the columns mS and mA list the corresponding diquark masses. The errors quoted are obtained by varying the parameter η = 1.8 ± 0.2.
In Eq. (15) we have absorbed the two-body poles, which would emerge dynamically in the solution of the four-body equation, directly into the tensor structure by defining
Given that this form captures all relevant momentum dependencies beyond the symmetric variable S 0 , which turns out to be a good approximation for the light scalar tetraquarks [24] , the remaining dressing functions f i depend on S 0 only. The pole masses m D , m D * , m J/ψ , m ω , m S and m A are calculated from the corresponding twobody BSEs in rainbow-ladder truncation [30, 38, 39] and collected in Table I . The explicit form of the two-body interaction used in the BSE for the heavy-light mesons but also in the four-body BSE is given in Eq. (3.96) of the review Ref. [30] . We use the typical value Λ = 0.72 GeV for the scale parameter, matched to reproduce the experimental value of the pion decay constant f π , and η = 1.8 ± 0.2. We work in the isospin symmetric limit where m D + = m D − = m D 0 . The charm quark mass is determined by the condition that the sum m D + m D * equals the sum of the experimental masses [37] . The strange quark mass is determined analogously for m Ds + m D * s . In principle one could systematically proceed and construct a complete basis for the tetraquark amplitude with entangled Dirac, color and flavor tensors from all possible meson and diquark channels, and finally also restore the full momentum dependence of the dressing functions f i (Ω). Our assumption here is that the amplitude is dominated by the three 'physical' channels DD * , J/ψ ω and dq-dq and that all momentum dependencies of the amplitude except those in S 0 can be absorbed in the T µ i . This allows us to set D = T 0 = T 1 = 0 on the external momentum grid on the l.h.s. of the tetraquark BSE (2), which in the rest frame of the total momentum P entails
where e µ i are the Euclidean unit vectors. The r.h.s of (2) still samples the full domain of Ω under the integral. Concerning the dq-dq flavor structure in Eq. (14), one can alternatively consider the tensor
where the Pauli antisymmetry of the diquarks (which would hold for exact SU (4) flavor symmetry) is explicit. Combined with the antisymmetric color tensor ∼ ε ABC , the antisymmetric tensor γ 5 C for a scalar diquark is matched with an antisymmetric flavor structure and the symmetric tensor γ µ C for the axialvector diquarks with a symmetric flavor wave function. In contrast to Eq. (14), however, after plugging Eq. (17) into the BSE and taking flavor traces the diquarks decouple from the mesonmeson configurations in this case, so that both can be solved independently and yield two different states. This setup requires no separate discussion since the decoupled dq-dq state is identical for T 3 and T 3 and the equations for the meson-meson configuration are the same when dropping the diquarks in the construction of the amplitude in Eq. (13), which we will do below for comparison.
III. RESULTS
Before discussing the results, we briefly summarize our setup. We solve the four-body equation depicted in Fig. 1 with the rainbow-ladder kernel including all permuations, where the dressed light and charm-quark propagators are obtained from their DSEs. We approximate the structure of the tetraquark amplitude by its three dominant components in Eq. (14) , which has the advantage of reducing the complexity of the four-body equation while the system still dynamically decides which of the three configurations -heavy-light meson, hadrocharmonium or dq-dq -is most important.
In Fig. 2 we track the tetraquark mass as a function of the light current-quark mass m q , which we vary from the charm-quark mass (cccc) down to the up/down quark mass (cqqc). At each quark mass and for each setup we calculate the eigenvalues λ i (P 2 ) of the kernel of the tetraquark BSE (2) below the lowest-lying two-particle decay threshold, i.e., for P 2 > −M 2 thr along the real axis. We track the largest eigenvalue as a function of P 2 and read off the mass M of the ground state from the condition λ 0 (P 2 = −M 2 ) = 1. In cases where this condition is not satisfied below the threshold, we extrapolate the eigenvalue to obtain an estimate for the real part of the resonance mass, although one should be cautious when interpreting results obtained from extrapolating over thresholds [40] . As explained earlier, we cannot yet access the whole complex P 2 plane due to restrictions imposed by the intermediate meson and diquark poles as well as the poles in the complex plane of the quark propagator, which would require contour deformations.
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we plot the results obtained for each of the three configurations in Eq. (13) separately: DD * , J/ψ ω and dq-dq, together with their respective thresholds. The thresholds for DD * and J/ψ ω are relatively close to each other, whereas the sum of the scalar and axialvector diquark masses obtained from their BSEs is larger by almost 1 GeV. This already provides a first indication that the diquark contributions may be subleading compared to the meson-meson components simply due to their larger masses, similarly as in the case of the light scalar mesons [24] .
This is indeed what we observe in the left panel of Fig. 2 : Solved for each individual tensor T 1 , T 2 or T 3 alone, it turns out that the DD * component has the lowest mass, followed by the dq-dq and the J/ψ ω components. The dq-dq mass is always below its threshold, whereas the DD * mass lies below threshold only above the strange-quark mass and the J/ψ ω mass comes out above its threshold. In the right panel of Fig. 2 we show again the result for the DD * component T 1 together with the results including both T 1 and T 2 and the full result with all three tensors. Indeed one can see that the addition of the dq-dq tensors and the J/ψ ω component has little effect and the mass of the state is essentially determined by the DD * component alone.
To provide an estimate of the error of the calculation we vary the momentum partitioning parameters in Eq. (10). Had we included all kinematic variables, i.e. all permutation group multiplets discussed above, the results would be independent of the momentum partitioning; however, with a smaller subset this is no longer the case. In practice we choose σ 1 = σ 4 = 1 2 − ζ and σ 2 = σ 3 = ζ, which leaves one parameter ζ that quantifies the fraction of the momentum P assigned to the cc andpairs. We then optimize that value to minimize the distance to the thresholds and vary ζ in the vicinity of its optimal value. The errors obtained in this case are shown in the first row of Table II. One clearly sees that the error increases with decreasing light quark mass m q . The second row shows the error obtained by optimizing the momentum partitioning without restricting the σ i , which has a similar but even larger effect. The rise of the tetraquark masses in Fig. 2 towards smaller quark masses (even for points below thresholds) is thus an artefact of the reduced kinematics, which induces an error of at least 10% at the physical u/d mass.
Within errors, all three results of Fig. 2 are the same and dominated by the heavy-light meson DD * component, whereas the dq-dq and J/ψ ω components are almost negligible. The black solid line in the figure is obtained by fitting the linear expression
to the six data points at the larger current-quark masses where the tetraquark is definitely a bound state. The grey band indicates the combined errors from the momentum partitioning and -for the four lowest quark masses -the extrapolation error. At the physical u/d quark mass, the fit yields
for the mass of the axialvector tetraquark in good agreement with the mass of the X(3872). In addition we find M cssc 1 ++ = 4068(61) MeV (20) for the mass of a putative four-quark state with charm and strange quarks. Note that from Fig. 2 one cannot read off the mass of an all-charm tetraquark since the implemented symmetries among the various constituents are no longer appropriate when all four quarks are equal. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
When solving the four-body equation for a system of heavy-light quark flavours in the I(J P C ) = 0(1 ++ ) channel, we find a similar behaviour as for the light scalar meson octet discussed in Ref. [24, 29] : The ground state is dominated by a strong meson-meson component. For the light scalar mesons this component has pseudoscalar quantum numbers and is strongly affected by the effects of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking. For the case considered here, it is a combination of heavy-light pseudoscalar and vector components, namely the DD * combination. In both cases, diquark-antidiquark components in the wave function are negligible. For the case of heavy-light four-quark states one can in addition identify a hadro-charmonium contribution to the wave function which, however, is also sub-dominant as compared to the dominating heavy-light DD * component.
The precision of our calculation is not good enough to decide whether the resulting axialvector four-body state is a bound meson molecule or not -to this end we would need to be able to determine its mass on the several-MeV level, which is not possible with the tools at hand. Nevertheless, within error bars, we find a state in the correct mass range to be identified with the X(3872). In order to corroborate our findings we need to gain precision using appropriate techniques to deal with the analytic structure of the four-body equation beyond extrapolations. Furthermore it would be very interesting to include a cc component in the wave function in order to address mixing with ordinary charmonia. These improvements are subject to future work. n µ i (i = 1 . . . 4) that are mutually transverse. The set {1 , / n i , / n i / n j , / n i / n j / n k , / n i / n j / n k / n l } (A1) with i < j < k < l consists of 16 elements; commutators are not necessary because / n i / n j = −/ n j / n i . Taking all tensor products of Eq. (A1) with itself yields 256 linearly independent tensor structures. No further γ−matrices are necessary because they can be reconstructed from the unit vectors:
To further simplify (A1) we define the pseudoscalar = ε µνρσ n µ 1 n ν 2 n ρ 3 n σ 4 (A3)
which can take values = ±1. From the relation
where the four-commutator is the fully antisymmetrized product of four γ−matrices, one obtains
In this way all elements in (A1) with three or four slashes can be reduced to those with two at most, so we can write it as {1 , / n i , / n 4 , / n i / n 4 } × Ω ω with Ω 1 = 1, Ω 2 = γ 5 and i = 1, 2, 3. If n µ 4 =P µ denotes the normalized total momentum and we express / n 4 in terms of the positive/negative-energy projectors Λ ± = (1± / n 4 )/2, then (A1) becomes {1 , / n i } × Λ λ × Ω ω . A complete, orthonormal, covariant, 256-dimensional positive-parity basis for the BS amplitude of a scalar tetraquark is then given by
with Γ j ∈ {1, / n 1 , / n 2 , / n 3 }. We inserted the combination γ 5 C ⊗ C T γ 5 for the dq-dq topology (12)(34); all further structures such as γ µ C ⊗ C T γ µ but also those in the meson-meson topologies are linearly dependent.
Because the γ−matrices can be reduced to the unit vectors and their slashes according to Eq. (A2), an orthonormal basis for the axialvector tetraquark simply follow from attaching n µ i with i = 1, 2, 3 to (A6). n µ 4 cannot appear because the tetraquark must be transverse in the total momentum. This yields 3 × 256 = 768 linearly independent and covariant Lorentz-Dirac tensors.
In practice we are interested in partial-wave bases whose tensors are eigenstates of the total quark spin and orbital angular momentum in the tetraquark's rest frame. The construction is analogous to the nucleon's Faddeev amplitude [41] . The eigenvalues of the quark spin can take values s = 0, 1, 2, which can combine with l = 0, 1, 2, 3 to produce total angular momentum J = 1. The orbital angular momentum operator L 2 only acts on the unit vectors n µ i with i = 1, 2, 3 but not on the total momentum ∼ n µ 4 , and it leaves Lorentz scalars as well as invariant. Thus we only need to consider the combinations n µ i {1 , / n j } ⊗ {1 , / n k }. L 2 does also not act on the Dirac structure, so the problem reduces to arranging n µ i , n µ i n α j , n µ i n β k , n µ i n α j n β k (A7)
into combinations that are eigenfunctions of L 2 with eigenvalues l(l + 1). The resulting number of s, p, d and f waves is given in Table III . For example, the three unit vectors n µ i are p waves because L 2 n µ i = 2n µ i . The nine combinations n α i n β j produce one s wave with l = 0:
three p waves with l = 1:
n α i n β j − n α j n β i = ε αβγδ n γ k n δ 4 ,
where {i, j, k} is an even permutation of {1, 2, 3}, and five d waves with l = 2: n α i n β i − 1 3 T αβ (i = 2, 3) , n α i n β j + n α j n β i (i = j).
Similarly, the 27 combinations n α i n β j n γ k produce one s wave ε αβγδ n δ 4 as well as further p, d and f waves. Putting these eigenfunctions back into the tensor basis yields the partial-wave decomposition of the amplitude, for example for the s waves:
n µ i / n j ⊗ / n k −→ ε µαβγ n γ 4 γ α ⊗ γ β .
Combined with the 16 tensors Λ λ Ω ω γ 5 C ⊗ C T γ 5 Ω ω Λ λ from Eq. (A6), this yields 48 s-wave basis elements which are Fierz complete. The tensors in Eq. (15) project onto a subset of these. Since they carry l = 0, their dressing functions capture the dominant momentum dependence of the axialvector tetraquark amplitude.
